Cat.6A/Class EA Modular Plug AWG24-22/1, AWG26/7

1. Scope of delivery
   - Gray AWG#22-23
   - White AWG#24-26

2. Stripping length
   - min. 25mm
   - Fold braid shield backwards
   - Wrap braid evenly around cable jacket

3. T568B
   - Gray AWG#22-23
   - White AWG#24-26
   - Untwist pairs and insert them into wire manager

4. Step 1
   - Step 2

5. Cut wires
   - Step 1
   - Step 2

6. T568B
   - Keep foil for better performance

7. Untwist pairs and insert them into wire manager

8. Step 1
   - Step 2

9. Click

10. Slide cable boot forward until snap-in (1)

11. Place the metal cover onto the plug

12. Tighten cable gland until stop (2)